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New measuresNew technology.

rigid dome lid blow moulded tubs

mirabella Valve

stretch seal. skin

skin super Protrudingskin For Frozen

chick in map

double decker shallow Pack

Easy access to all machine function from main page Personalized definition of user profile – Access via RFID

Easy and immediate recipe selection (data & photo) - 
Export via USB support

Data storage – Export via USB support (csv file)

Ground breaking innovation in the range of G.Mondini tray sealers wich offers the capability to produce 
multiple packaging formats on a single tray sealer through a simple tool change.
This market leading technology secures decision making by giving producers the flexibility and technology 
to meet changing consumer demands in a single investment.
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reliable   consistent   powerful
Mechanical:

tools are the most stressed and the most sensitive part of a tray sealer. 
that’s why we made it as simple as possible reducing the number 
of moving parts and the amount of components. 
most important, we completely eliminated the need of air actuators and 
the use of multi heating elements to increase the reliability and 
the ease of maintenance, which simply becomes a matter of blades and 
easy access seals replacing.

Simplicity
 is troubleless.

Years of proven top quality performances demonstrate how our mechanical seal force generator is the best 
solution for traysealing.

cycle after cycle, year after year it generates several tons of sealing force with unbeatable consistency and reliability.

maintenance is a mere matter of greasing, which is handled by a centralized system.

the unique power of our system delivers outstanding performances in terms of low sealing time and seal through 
contamination granting the best possible seal result.

cleverly engineered allowing easy access for efficient maintenance. designed to exceed the highest hygiene standards. all electrical components secured in top cabinet. motors in stainless steel with smooth surfaces. ergonomically designed electrical cabinet for highest hygiene standards. simple cleaning procedures.


